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have certain feelings or opinions about it. They would
admit that the feelings bnd opinions of men may, in
various ways, have a bearing on the question; but the
mere fact that a given man or set of men has a given
feeling or opinion can, they would say, never be
sufficient, by itself, to show that an action is right or
wrong.

But the views, which have been considered in this
chapter, imply the direct contrary of this: they imply
that, when once we have discovered, what men's
feelings or opinions actually are, the whole guestion is
finally settled; that there is, in fact, no further question
to discuss. I have tried to show that these views are
untenable, and I shall, in future, proceed upon the
assumption that they uue so; as also I shall proceed
on the assumption that one and the same action
cannot be both right and wrong. And the very fact
that we can proceed upon these assumptions is an
indirect argument in favour of their correctness. For
if, whenever we assert an action to be right or wrong,
we were merely making an assertion about some man's
feelings or opinions, it would be incredible we should
be so mistaken as to our own meaning, as to think
that a question of right or wrong cannot be absolutely
settled by showing what men feel and think, and to
think that an action cannot be both right and wrong.
It will be seen that, on these assumptions, we can raise
many questions about right and wrong, which seem
obviously not to be absurd; and which yet would be
quite absurd-would be questions about which we
could not hesitate for a moment-if assertions about
right and wto g were merely assertions about men's
feelings and opinions, or if the same action could be
both right and wrong.

CHAIYIER IV

'filti ouJEcTIvrTY oF MoRAL
J UDGEMENT S (concluded)

l't' w:rtr statcd, at the beginning of the last chapter,
tlrut thc cthical theory we are considering-the theory
rtntt'rl in the first two chapters-does not maintain
rvillr r'<:g:rrtl to any c/ass of voluntary actions, that, if an
uctiorr ol thc class in question is once right, any other
rur'liorr of the same class must always be right. And
tlrin in truc, in the sense in which the statement would,
I tlrirrk, bc naturally understood. But it is now
Irrr;xrrtunt to emphasize that, in a certain sense, the
rlrlcrn(:nt is untrue. Our theory does assert that, if
nrry volrrrrtary action is once right, then any other
vrrf rrrrt:rry action which resembled it in one particular
tttfrct (or rather in a combination of two respebts)
trrrul ulw:rys also be right; and since, if we take the
worrl cl:rss in the widest possible sense, any set of
nclirrrrs which resemble one another in any respect
wlrulcvt:r' rnay be said to form a class, it follows that, in
llr in witlc scnse, our theory does maintain that there
lrr, nrilny classes of action, such that, if an action
lrr ' lorrgirrg to one of them is once right, any action
lrr 'Lrrrgirrg t<l the same class would always be right. ,

l,,r;rt'tly what our theory does assert under this head
r'[rn(,1, I think, be stated accuratcly except in rather a
rornplit ' :rtctl way; but it is important to state it as
ptr.r ' int ' ly :rs possible. The precise point is this. This
llrr,ory :rsscrtccl, as we saw, that the question whether
r vulrrrrt:rry action is right or wrong always depends
rr;rrrrr rvlr:rt its total effects are, as compared with the
ftrlnl olli.cts of all the alternative actions, which we
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could have done instead. Let us suppose, then, that
we have an action X, which is right, and whose total
effects are A; and let us suppose that the total effects
of all the possible alternative actions would have been
respectively B, C, D and E. The precise principle
with which we are now concerned rnay then be stated
as follows. Our theory implies, namely, that any
action Y which resembled X in both the two respects
(r) that its total effects were precisely similar to A and
(z) that the total effects of all the possible alternatives
were precisely similar to B, C, D and E, would neces-
sarily also be right, if X was right, and would necessarily
also be wrong, if X was wrong. It is important to
emphasize the point that this will only be true of
actions which resemble X in both these two respects
at once. We cannot say that any action Y, whose total
effects are precisely similar to those of X, will also be
right if X is right. It is absolutely essential that the
other condition should also be satisfied; namely, that
the total effects of all the possible alternatives should
also be precisely similar in both the two cases. For
if they were not-if in the case of Y, some alternative
was possible, which would have quite different effects,
from any that would have been produced by any
alternative that was possible in the case of X-then,
according to our theory, it is possible that the total
effects of this other alternative would be intrinsically
better than those of Y, and in that case Y will be wrong,
even though its total effects are precisely similar to
those of X and X was right. Both conditions must,
therefore, be satisfied simultaneously. But our theory
does imply that any action which does resemble
another in both these two respects at once, must be
right if the first be right, and wrong if the first be
wrong. .
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' l ' l r i ' r  in t lur  gr l t : t  is t :  pr  i r rc ip lc wi th which wc are

!urw corrccrrr t ' t l .  l t  rn:ry pt : r lurps bc statcd more con-
vcrr icrr t ly  i r r  t l rc l i r l r r r  i r r  wlr ic l r  i t  was statcd in the
nerr l r r l  c l ruptrrr :  r rnrrrr . ly ,  t l rut  i f  i t  is  ncr r ig l r t  to do
nrr  ucl iorr  wlunn lo lu l  c l l i .ets urc A in prcfcrence to
otrn wlurro to lu l  c l lc l tn urt :  l l ,  i t  r r r r rst  a lways bc r ight
lo rht  ntry ur ' l i r r t r  wlrrrxt :  lotrr l  c l lc t : ts rrrc Prccisely
r l l r t l lnr  lo A l r r  I t t r ' lnr . r r t<t  to orrr :  wlursc total  c l lects
t tn l r tor ' i r r ' ly  r i r r r i lnr  lo l l .  l l  i r  u lno,  I  th i r rk,  what is
t 'ot t t t t totr ly t r r .n l r l  l ry nryi r rg,  r i r r r l r ly ,  l l r : r t  thc r lucst ion
wlrel l rer  l r r  nr ' l io l r  i r  r ig l r t  ( , r  wt ' ( )ng : r lways dcpcnds
tt lx, t t  l l r  lu ln l  a l lo l t r  of  ( ' r )n ic( l l lcrr t 'cs;  l tut  th is wi l l
t r l r l  . r f t r  Et  nn nr ' r ' l t t l t lF i l l t l ( . t r tcnl  of  i t ,  l rcc:rusc,  as wc
r l ro l l reo,  l t  l r rny l rc l r r , l r l  t l rut  r ig l r t  i rnt l  wr<lng do, in
F tot t te,  n lwlyr  r lc lx ' r r t l  u lxrn l tn nt : t ion's total  con-
t . r rprr t r ( ' r r  r t r r r l  yct  l lur t  l l r in pr int : ip lc is untrue. l t  is
nl lu rott t t l i t trcr cx|rcss<:t l  by saying that i f  an action
l l  ortr 'c r iglr l ,  l rry prcciscly sinri lar act ion, done in
( ' i t ( 'unrr lurr( 'ct wlr ich arc also prccisely similar in al l
Ir .r lx.( ' t i r  rrrrrst lrc r iglrt  too. But this is both too
nrnow urrr l  t txr wit lc, I t  is too narrow, because our
prirrt ' igr lc tkrcn uot confine i tself  to an assert ion about

fttt ivly siuilur actions. Our principle asserts that any
ur'f iorr Y, wlv>sc (fccts are precisely similar to thqSe
ll  urrot lr t :r  X, wi l l  bc r iglrt ,  i f  X is r ight, provided the
el l i .r ' t r  ol '  rr l l  t l rc nltcrnatives possible in the two cases
nrr. ulno prct: iscly sinri lar, even though Y i tself  is zo1

1rlr.r'ixcly nirrrilar to X, but utterly different frorn it*
Arrrl it in too widc, bccause it does not follow from the
lnr ' t  t lurt two actions are both precisely similar in
llrcrrurclvcs and also done in precisely similar circum-
rlulrccr, tlrrrt their effects must also be precisely similar.
'l'f rir rlocs, of course, follow, so long as the laws of nature
leiltilin tlu same, But if we suppose the laws of nature
ftr r'lrnrrgc, or if we conceive a Universe in which
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different laws of nature hold from those which hold
in this one, then plainly a precisely similar action done
in precisely similar circumstances might yet have
difrerent total effects. According to our principle,
therefore, the statement that any two precisely sirnilar
actions, done in precisely similar circumstances, rnust
both be right, if one is right, though true as applied
to this lJniverse, provided (as is commonly supposed)
the laws of nature cannot change, is not true absolutely
mconditionally. But our principle asserts absolutelg
mconditionalljt that if it is once right to prefer a set
of total effects A to another set B, it must always, in
any conceivable Universe, be right to prefer a set
precisely similar to A to a set precisely similar to B. +

This, then, is a second very fundamental principle,
which our theory asserts---a principle which is, in a
sense, concerned with classes of actions, and not merely
with particular actions. And in asserting this principle
also it seems to me that our theory is right. But many
different views have been held, which, while admitting
that one and the same action cannot be both right and
wrong, yet assert or imply that this second principle
is untrue. And I propose in this chapter to deal with
those among them which resemble the. theories dealt
with in the last chapter in one particular respect-
namely, that they depend upon some view as to the
rneaning of the word 'right' or as to the meaning of
the word 'good'. ,

And, first of all, we may briefly mention a theory,
which is very similar to some of those dealt with in
the last chapter and which is, I think, often confused
with them, but which yet differs from them in one
very important respect. This is the theory that to say
that an action is right or wrong is the same thing as to
say that a majority of all mankind have, more often
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llrun not, some particular feeling (or absence of feeling)
lowurtls actions of the class to which it belongs. This
tlreory differs from those considered in the last chapter,
lrr:cruse it does not imply that one and the same action
cvcr rrctually is both right and wrong. For, however
rrruch the feelings of different men and different
rocictiee may differ at difierent times, yet, if we take
rtrictfy a majority of. all mankind at all times past,
l)rc*ent and futuie, any class of action which is, for
inrtnnce, generally approved by such an absolute
mnjority of all mankind, will trct also be disapproved
by un absolute majority of. all mankind, although it
rrrnyJe disapproved by a majority of any one society,
or by a majority of all the men living at any one period.
'l'lris proposal, therefore, to say that, when we assert
nu ur:tion to be right or wrong, we are making an
umcrtion about the feelings of an absolute majority of
a// rrrankind does not conflict with the principle that
orrc rnd the same action cannot be both right and
wr'ong. It allows us to say that any particular action
nlwnys is either right or wrong, in spite of the fact that
tlillcrcnt men and different societies may feel differently
lownrds actions of that class at the same or different
tirnee. What it does conflict with is the principle we
rrc now considering. Since it implies that if a majority
rrf rtrrrnkind did not happen to have a particular feeling
trrwrrrrls actions of one class A., it would not be right to
prcfcr actions of this class to those of another class B,
ovcn though the effects of Aand B, respectively, might be
prct:iacly similar to what they now are. It implies, that is
trl rrry, that in a Universe in which there were no men, or
Itr which the feelings of the majority were different from
wlrnt tlrcy are in this one, it might notbe right to prefer
otro totul set of effects A to another B, even though in
tlrlr I lniverse it r always right to prefer them.
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Now I do not know if this theory has ever been
expressly held; but some philosophers have certainly
argued as if,itwerc true. Great pains have, for instance,
been taken to show that mankind are, in general,
pleased with actions which lead to a maximum of
pleasure, and displeased with those which lead to less
than a maximum; and the proof that this is so has
been treated as if it were, at the same time, a proof that
it is always right to do what leads to a maximum of
pleasure, and wron$ to do what leads to less than a
maximum. But obviously, unless to show that man-
kind are gencrally pleased with a particular sort of
action is thc smne thing as to show that that sort of
action is always right, some independent proof is
needed to show that what mankind are generally
plEasecl with r always right. And some of those who
have.used this argument do not seem to have seen that
any such proof is needed. So soon as we recognize
quite clearly that to say that an action is right is aot
the same thing as to say that mankind are generally
pleased with it, it becomes obvious that to show that
mankind are generally pleased with a particular sort of
action is zol sufficient to show that it is right. And
hence it is, I think, fair to say that those who have
argued as if it utere sufficient, have argued as if to
say that an action is right were the same thing as
saying that mankind are generally pleased with it;
although, perhaps, ifthis assumption had been expressly
put before them, they would have rejected it.

We may therefore say, I think, that the theory
that to call an action right or wrong is the same thing
as to say that an absolute majority of all mankind
have some particular feeling (or absence of feeling)
towards actions of that kind, has often been assumed,
even if it has not been expressly held. And it is,
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tlrcrcfore, perhaps worth while to point out that it is
cxlxlscd to exactly the same objection as two of the
thcorics dealt with in the last chapter. The objection
is that it is quite certain, as a matter of fact, that a man
nrny have no doubt that an action is right, even where
hc does doubt whether an absolute majority of all
nr:rnkind have a particular feeling (or absence of
fccling) towards it, no matter what feeling we take.
Arrd what this shows is that, whatever he is thinking,
whcn he thinks the action to be right, he is not merely
thinking that a majority of mankind have any particular
fceling towards it. Even, therefore, if it be true that
what is approved or liked by an absolute majority of
trrnnkind is, as a matter of fad, always right (and this
wc ore not disputing), it is quite certain that to say
tlrrrt it is right is not the same thing as to say that it is
thus approved. And with this we come to the end
of a ccrtain type of theories with regard to the meaning
of thc words'right'and 'wrong'. We are now entitled
to thc conclusion that, whatever the meaning of these
wurtls may be, it is not identical with any assertion
wlrntcver about either the feelings or the thoughts of
zrz-ncither those of any particular man, nor those
of nny particular society, nor those of some man or
otlrcr, nor those of mankind as a whole. To predicate
ol un action that it is right or wrong is to predicate of
It mmcthing quite different from the mere fact that
Erry man or set of men have any particular feeling
krwurds, or opinion about, it.

llut there are some philosophers who, while feeling
tlte ntrongest objection to the view that one and the
tsttur uction can ever be both riglrt and wrong, and
rlro kr any view which implies'that the question
wlrrl lu:r' rrn action is right or wrong depends in any way
tupnrr what m€n-€ven the majority of men-actually
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feel or think about it, yet seem to be so strongly
convinced that to call an action right must be merely
to make an assertion about the attitude of. sotne being
towards it, that they have adopted the view that there
is some being other than any man or set of men, whose
attitude towards the same action or class of actions
never changes, and that, when we assert actions to
be right or wrong, what we are doing is merely to
make an assertion about the attitude of this non-human
being. And theories of this type are the next which I
wish to consider. /

Those who have held some theory of this type have,
I think, generally held that what we mean by calling
an action right or wrong is not that the non-human
being in question has or has not some feeling towards
actions of the class to which it belongs, but that it has
or has not towards them one of the mental attitudes
which we call willing or commanding or Jorbidding; a
kind of mental attitude with which we are all familiar,
and which is not generally classed under the head of
feelings, but under a quite separate head, To forbid
actions of a certain class is the same thing as to will or
command that (hey should aox be done. And the view
generally held is, I think, that to say that an action
ought to be done, is the same thing as to say that it
belongs to a class which the non-human being atills
or commands; to say that it is right, is to say that it
belongs to a class which the non-human being does
rct forbidl- and to say that it is wrong or ought not
to be done is to say that it belongs to a class which
the non-human being does forbid, All assertions about
right and q'rong are, accordingly, by theories of this
type, identified with assertions about the will of. some
non-human being. And there are two obvious reasone
why we should hold that, if judgements of right and
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tvr'orrg ilrc judgcments about any mental attitude at all,
llrr.y rrrc jrrdgcrncnts about the mental attitude which
wc errll willing, rather than about any of those which
wc crrll fcelings,

'l'lrc lirst is that the notion which we express by the
yord 'right' secms to be obviously closely connected
with that which we express by the word 'ought,, in
flrc rrranner explained in Chapter I (pp. zr-26);
rrrd that there are many usages of language which
rrcrn to suggest that the word 'ought' expresses a
corrrnrlnd. The very name of the Ten Command-
llrcntn is a familiar instance, and so is the language in
wlrich they are expressed. Everybody understands
llrenc Commandments as assertions to the effect that
lertrrirr :rctions ought, and that others ought not to be
rfrrrrc. flut yet they are called 'Commandments,, and. if
wc krok at what they actually say we find such expres-
rirrrrx rrs 'T'hou shalt do no murdet', 'Thou shalt not
rlcul' .cxpressions which are obviously equivalent
lo lhc impcratives, tDo no murder', 'Do not steal',
lrrrl which strictly, therefore, should express com-
trrnrrrln. Itor this reason alone it is very natural to
rrflflxrlrc that the word 'ought' always expresses a
lorrrrrrrrnd. And there is yet another reason in favour
rrl tlrc eame supposition-namely, that the fact that
tr'tiorrn of a certain class ought or ought not to be done
lr rrftcrr called'a moral laet', a name which naturallv
ltgf{cilt$ that such facts are in some way analogous to
'lnwr', in the legal sense-the sense in which we talk
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some person or persons having the necessary authority
over that community, or can be deduced from some-
thing which has been so willed. It is, indeed, not at all
an easy thing to define what is meant by 'haoing the
necessary authority', or, in other words, to say in what
relation a person or set of persons must stand to a
community, if it is to be true that nothing can be a
law of that community except what these persons
have willed, or what can be deduced from something
which they have willed. But still it may be true that
there always is some person or set of persons whose
will or consent is necessary to make a law a law. And
whether this is so or not, it does seem to be the case
that every law, which is the law of any community, is,
in a certain sense, dependent upon the human will.
This is true in the sense that, in the case of every law
whatever, there always are solne men, who, by perform-
ing certain acts of will, could make it cease to be the
law; and also that, in the case of anything whatever
which is not the law, there always are sotne men, who,
by performing certain acts of will, could make it be
the law: though, of course, any given set of men who
could effect the change in the case of some laws, could
very often not effect it in the case of others, but in
their case another set of men would be required: and,
of course, in some cases the number of men whose
co-operation would be required would be very large.
It does seem, therefore, as if laws, in the legal sense,
were essentially dependent on the human will; and
this fact naturally suggests that moral laws also are
dependent on the will of some being.

These are, I think, the two chief reasons which have
led people to suppose that moral judgements are judge-
ments about the will, rather than about the feelings, of.
some being or beings. And there are, of course, the
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arrtrrc olrjcctions to supposing, in the case of moral
lnwr, tlrat the being or beings in question can be any
rllln or sct of mcn, as there are to the supposition that
jttrlgcrrrcnts about right and wrong can be merely
.jrtrlgcrncnts about me;r's feelings and opinions. In
tlrir wly, therefore, there has naturally arisen the view
wo rrrc now considering-the view that to say of an
rrctiorr that it ought to be done, or is right, or ought
trot to be done, is the same thing as to say that it
lrclrrrgs to a class of actions which has been com-
rrrurrrfcd, or permitted, or forbidden by some zoz-
hrmun being. Different views have, of course, been
Iukcn as to who or what the non-human being is. One
of thc simplest is that it is God: that is to say, that,
wlrt:n we call an action wrong, we mean to say that
(lrtl has forbidden it. But other philosophers have
rrrplxrscd that it is a being which may be called
'l lcirson', or one called 'The Practical Reason', or one
orllt:tl 'The Pure Will', or one called 'The Universal
Will', or one called 'The True Self '. In some cases,
lhc bcings called by these names have beeir supposed
to lrc rncrely 'faculties' of the human mind, or some
otlrcr cntity, resident in, or forming a part of, the
rrrirrtls of all men. And, where this is the case, it may
rrcru unfair to call these supposed entities 'non-
Irrlrnun'. But all that I mean by calling them this is to
cttrphirsize the fact that even if they are faculties of,
rrr crrtities resident in, the human mind, they are, 

^tlr.rrrrt, not human beings-that is to say, they are not
mcn -tither any one particular man or any set of rnen.
l;or ex hypothcsi they are beings which can never will
wlrrrt is wrong, whereas it is admitted that all rnen
carr, nnd sometimes do, will what is wrong. No doubt
rolrrt:tirnes, when philosophers speak as if they believed
Irr thc cxistence of beings of this kind, they are speaking
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metaphorically and do not really hold. any such belicf.
Thus a philosopher may often speak of an ethical truth
as 'a dictate of Reason', without really meaning to
imply that there is any faculty or part of our mind
which invariably leads us right and never leads us
wrong. But I think there is no doubt that such language
is not always metaphorical. The view is held thit
whenever I judge truly or will rightly, there really
is a something in me which does these things-the
same something on every different occasion; and that
this something reoer judges falsely or wills wrongly:
so that, when I judge falsely and will wrongly, it is a
diffnent something in me which does so.

Now it may seem to many people that the most
serious objection to views of this kind is that it is,
to say the least, extremely doubtful whether there is

mentioned. But adequately to discuss the reasons for
and against supposing that there is one would take us
far too long. And fortunately it is unnecessary for
our present purpose; since the only question we need
to answer is whether, even supposing there is such a
being, who commands all that ought to be done and
only what ought to be done, and forbids all that is
wrong and only what is wrong, what we mean by
saying that an action ought or ought not to be done can
possibly be merely that this being commands it or
forbids it. And it seems to me there is a conclusive
argument against supposing that this can be all that
we mean, even if there really is, in fact, such a being.

The argument is simply that, whether there is such
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rr lx'irrg or not, there certainly are many people who
rLr rrot bclicve that there is one, and that such people,
irr rpite of not believing in its existence, can never-
llrclun continue to believe that actions are right and
wtr)ng. Ilut this would be quite impossible if the view
wc nrc considering were true. According to that view,
to f rcf icvc that an action is wrong is thc samc thingasto
lrclir:vc that it is forbidden by one of these non-human
lreirrgn; so that any one whatever who ever does
lrelicvc tfrat an action is wrong is, ipso fano, believing
lrr llrt-' cxistence of such a being. It maintains, there-
fote, tlrat everybody who believes that actions are
riglrt or wrong does, as a matter of fact, believe in the
orirlr:rrcc of one of these beings. And this contention
rccnrl to be plainly contrary to fact. It might, indeed,
lro rrrgr:tl that when we say there are some people who
ilo mtt ltalieve in any of these beings, all that is really
trrre in tlrat there are some people who think they do not
hclicvc in them; while, in fact, everybody really does.
llrt it is eurely impossible seriously to maintain that,
Irr ntl r:rrscs, they are so mistaken as to the nature of
llrcil own bcliefs. But if so, then it follows absolutely
lhnl cvcn if wrong actions always are in fact forbidden
lry rorrrc non-human being, yet to say that they are
wrorrg is not identical with saying that they are so
l i r l l r i t l t lcn.

Arrrl it is important also, as an argument against
vlowr of this class, to insist upon the reason why they
rrrrrlt'nrlit:t thc principle which we are considering in
llrlr r'lrnptcr. They contradict this principle, b6cause
llrny iruply that there is absolutely no class of actions
rrf wf rir'f r wc can say that it always wouW, in any con-
r,elvulrle Urrivcrse, be right or wrong. They imply this
hplurrre tlrcy imply that y'the non-human being, whom
llrcy rrrpgxrsc to exist, did not exist, nothing would be
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right or wrong. Thus, for instance, if it is held that to
call an action wrong is the same thing as to say that it is
forbidden by God, it will follow that, if God did not
exist, nothing would be wrong I and hence that we
cannot possibly hold that God forbids what is wrong,
because it is wrong. We must hold, on the contrary,
that the wrongness of what is wrong consists simply and
solely in the fact that God does forbid it-a view to
which many even of those, who believe that what is
wrong is in fact forbidden by God, will justly feel an
objection.

For these reasons, it seems to me, we may finally
conclude that, when we assert any action to be right
or wrong, we are not merely making an assertion about
the attitude of mind towards it of any being or set of
beings whatever-no matter what attitude of mind
we take to be the one in question, whether one of
feeling or thinking or willing, and no matter what
being or beings we take, whether human or non-
human: and that hence no proof to the effect that
any particular being or set of beings has or has not
a particular attitude of mind towards an action is
sufficient to prove that the action really is right or
wrong.

But there are many philosophers who fully admit
this-who admit that the predicates which we denote
by the words 'right' and 'wrong' do not consist in
the having of any relation whatever to any being's
feelings or thoughts or will; and who will even go
further than this and admit that the question whether
an action is right or wrong,does depend, in a sense,
solely upon its consequences, namely, in the sense,
that no action ever can be right, if it was possible for
the agent to do something else which would have had
bettcr total consequences I but who, while admitting
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nll this, nevertheless maintain that to call one set of
(\)nscquences better than another is the same thing as to
nrry that the one set is related to some mind or minds
in a way in which the other is not related. That is to
rrrry, while admitting that to call an action right or
wrrrrrg is not merely to assert that some particular
rrrcntal attitude is taken up towards it, they hold that
lo cal l  a th ing'good'or 'bad' ls merely to assert  th is.
Arrd of course, if it be true that no action ever can be
riglrt unless its total effects are as, good as possible,
llrt:n this view as to the meaning of the words 'good'
rtrrcl 'bad' will contradict the principle we are consider-
irrg in this chapter as effectively as if the corresponding
vit:w be held about the meaning of the words 'right'
rurrtl 'wrong'. For if, in saying that one set of effects A
h hctter than another B we merely mean to say that A
Irus a relation to some mind or minds which B has
ilt,l Eot, then it will follow that a set of effects precisely
rrirrrifrrr to A will tnt be better than a set precisely
rirrrilar to B, if they do not happen to have the required
rclrrtions to any mind. And hence it will follow that
cvcn though, on one occasion or in one lJniverse, it
ir right to prefer A to B, yet, on another occasion or
irr rrrrother lJniverse, it may quite easily not be right
lo prcfcr a set of effects precisely similar to A to a set
prer:iuely similar to B.

l,irr this reason, the view that the meaning of the
woltle 'good' and 'bad' is merely that some being has
ronrc mcntal attitude towards the thing so called, may
lrrrntitute a fatal objection to the principle which we
ule considering. It will, indeed, only do so, if we
nrlrrrit that it must always be right to do what has the
lerl lxrssible total effects. But it may be held that this
ir ncll-cvident, and many persons, who hold this view
wit lr rcgard to the meaning of ' good' and' bad' would,
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I think, be inclined to admit that it is so. Hence it
becomes important to consider this new objection to
our principle.

This view that by calling a thing 'good' or ' bad ' we
merely mean that some being or beings have a certain
mental attitude towards it, has been even more
commonly held than the corresponding view with
regard to 'right' and 'wrong'; and it may be held in
as many different forms. Thus it may be held that to
say that a thing is 'good' is the same thing as to say
that somebody thinhs it is good-a view which may be
refuted by the same general argument which was used
in the case of the corresponding view about 'right' and
'wrong'. Again it may be held that each man when
he calls a thing 'good' or 'bad' merely means that Ze
himself thinks it to be so or has some feeling towards
it; a view from which it will follow, as in the case of
right and wrong, that no two men can ever differ in
opinion as to whether a thing is good or bad. Again,
also, in most of the forms, in which it can be held, it
will certainly follow that one and the same thing can be
both good and bad; since, whatever pair of mental
attitudes or single mental attitude we take, it seems as
certain here, as in the case of right and wrong, that
different men will sometimes have different mental
attitudes towards the same thing. This has, however,
been very often disputed in the case of one particular
mental attitude, which deserves to be specially
mentioned. .

One of the chief differences between the views which
have been held with regard to the meaning of 'good'
and 'bad', and those which have been held with regard
to the meaning of 'r ight'and'wrong', is that in the
former case it has been very often held that what we
mean by calling a thing 'good' is that it is desired, or
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rl,'sirt:cl in some particular way; and this attitude of
' r l t : ; i rc ' is  one that I  d id not ment ion in the case of
' r ig l r t ' l rud'wrong'because, so far  as I  know, nobody
Irrrs rvcr lrelcl that tci call an action'right' is the same
tlrirrg as to say that it is desired. But the commonest
ol :rll vicws with regard to the rneaning of the word
'1,',,,,t1', is that to call a thing good is to say that it
il rlcsircrl, or desired for its own sake; and curiously
crrorrgh this view has been used as an argument in
l'rrvorrr of the very theory stated in our first two chapters,
orr tlrc ground that no man ever desires (or desires for
ilrr rrwrr sake) anything at all except pleasure (or his outn
lrlr ' ;rsrrrc), and that hence, since 'good' means 'desired',
nrfy !t(:t of effects which contains more pleasure must
rtlrvrryn llc bctter than one which contains less. Of
('r,rf rr{(:. cven if it were true that rro tnan ever desires
ntrytlring except pleasure, it would not really follow, as
llrirr urgrrrncnt assumes, that a whole which contains
rrrtrlc plcasure must always be better than one which
corrluirrs lcss. On the contrary, the very opposite would
frrllrrw; since it would follow that if any beings did
lrn;rpcrr to dcsire something other than pleasure (and
wr' ('un casily conceive that some might) then wholes
rvlrit'f r trrrrtaincd more'pleasure might easily not always
lrn lx'ltcr than those which contained less. But it is
rrow gcrrcrally recognized that it is a complete mistake
lll rtll)lrosc cvcn that men d.esire nothing but pleasure,
ll cv('n tlrlt they desire nothing else for its own sake.
Arrrl, wlrt:thcr it is so or not, the question is irrelevant
lo lrrr l)r'cscnt purpose, which is to find some quite
grrrrrul urgurnents to show that to call a thing'good'
h, ttr urry (;rse, rol the same thing as merely to say that
ll lr rk'rirt:tl or dcsired for its own sake, nor yet that
ttry ll lrcr rrrcntal attitude whatever is taken up towards
11, Wlrut urguments can we find to show this?
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One point should be carefully noticed to begin with;
namely, that we have no need to show that when we
call a thing 'good' we neoer mean simply that some-
body has some mental attitude towards it. There are
many reasons for thinking that the word 'good' is
ambiguous-that we use it in different senses on
different occasions; and, if so, it is quite possible that,
in some of its uses, it should stand merely for the
assertion that somebody has some feeling or some
other mental attitude towards the thing called 'good',
although, in other uses, it does not. We are not,
therefore, concerned to show that it may not soruetimes
merely stand for this; all that we need to show is that
sometimes it does not. For what we have to do is
merely to meet the argument that, if we assert, 'It
would always be wrong to prefer 

^ 
worse set of total

consequences to a better', we ?nust, in this proposition,
mean merely by 'worse' and 'better', consequences
to which a certain mental attitude is taken up-a
conclusion from which it would follow that, even
though a set of consequences A, was onte better than
a set B, a set precisely similar to A would not always
necessarily be better than a set precisely similar to B.
And obviously all that we need to do, to show this,
is to show that some sense can be given to the words
'better' and 'worse', quite other than this; or, in
other words, that to call a thing 'good' does not always
mean merely that some mental attitude is taken up
towards it.

It will be best, therefore, in order to make the
problem definite, to concentrate attention upon one
particular usage of the word, in which it seems clearly
not to mean this. And I will take as an example that
usage in which we make judgements of what was
called in Chapter Il'intrhuic value'; that is to say'

1
I

I

I
j
i
I
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rvlrt'r(: wc juclge, concerning a particular state of things
t lr:r t it would be worth while-would be 'a good thing'

llr:rt tlnt state of things should exist, epen if nothing
, l.u' rocre to exist besides, either at the same time or
rullcrwards. We do not, of course, so constantly make
jrrtlgcrncnts of this kind, as we do some other judge-
rnt'rrts about the goodness of things. But we certainly
r'rlrr lrr:tke them, and it seems quite clear that we mean
nnnlling by them. We can consider with regard to
rurry pirrticular state of things whether it would be
worth while that it should exist, even if there were
nlrsrrlrrtcly nothing else in the Universe besides ;
wlrr,llrur, for instance, it would have been worth while
tlrrrt tlrc Universe, as it has existed up till now, should
lrrrvc cxistcd, even if absolutely nothing were to follow,
lrrrt ils cxistence were to be cut short at the present
f f rrf rf r(.f rt i we can consider whether the existence of
rrrr'lr n lJnivcrse would have been better than nothing,
or wlrt'tlrcr it would have been just as good that
rrlllring :rt all should ever have existed. In the case of
lrrr'lr jrrtlgcments as these it seems to me there are
rlr(,nH r(:irsons for holding that we are not merely
rrrrrhirrg lrr asscrtion either about our own or about
nrrylrotly clsc's attitude of mind towards the state of
l l rrrrgn irr t l trcst ion. And i f  we can show this, in this
rrr' ('nn(', tlrrrt is sufficient for our purpose.

Wlrrr l ,  t l rcn, are the reasons for holding i t?
I tlrink wc should distinguish two different cases,

rr r r rr r lir rg lo tlrc hind of attitude of mind about which
lt  l r  errplxrst:<l that we are making an assert ion.

ll it in lrcltl that what we are asserting is merely
l lrrr l  l l rr  Htl tc of things in question is one that we or
rrrrrr.f r,r,f y cl*: is plcased at the idea of, or one that is
rf wrrrllrl lx', tltsirtd or desircdfor its own saAe (and these
dlF l l rr '  vicwr t l l r t  sccm to be most commonly held),
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the following argument seems to me to be conclusive
against all views of this type. Namely, a man certainly
can bciicve r,vith regard to a given thing or state of
things,'that the idea of it does please somebody, and ls
desired, and even desired for its own sake, and yet not
believe that it would be at all worth while that it should
exist, if it existed quite alone. He may even believe
that it would be a positively bad thing-arorse than
nothing-that it should exist quite alone, in spite of
the fact that he knows that it is desired and strongly
desired for its own sake, even by himself. That some
men can and do make such judgements-that they can
and do judge that things which they themselves desire
or are pleased with, are nevertheless intrinsically bad
(that is to say would be bad, quite apart from their
consequences, and even if they existed quite alone) is,
I think, undeniable; and no doubt men make this
judgement even more frequently with regard to things
which are desired by others. And if this is so, then it
shows conclusively that to judge that a thing is
intrinsically good is not the same thing as to judge
that some man is pleased with it or desires it or desires
it for its own sake. Of course, it may be held that
anybody who makes such a judgement is wrong: that,
as a matter of fact, anything whatever which is desired,
always is intrinsically good. But that is not the question.
We are not disputing for the moment that this may
be so as a matter of fact. All that we are trying to show
is that, even if it is so, yet, to say that a thing is
intrinsically good is rrot the same thing as to say that it
is desired: and this follows absolutely, if even in a
single case, a man believes that a thing rs desired and

. yet does not believe that it is intrinsically good.
But I am not sure that this arg'ument will hold

against all forms in which the view might be held,
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nltlrough it docs hold against those in which it is most
t'orrrrnonly held. There are, I think, feelings with
legrrrtl to which it is much more plausible to hold that
to bclicvc that they are felt towards a given thing is the
Hrrrrrc thing as to believe that the thing is intrinsically
goorl, than it is to hold this with regard to the mere
l i 'c l ing of pleasure, or desire, or desire of a thing'for
its owrr sakc'. For instance, it may, so far as I can see,
lrc truc that there really is some very special feeling of
nrrch :r nature that any man who knows that he himself
rrr irnybody else really feels it towards any state of
tlrirrgs cannot doubt that the state of things in question
irr irrtrinsically good. If this be so, then the last argu-
rrrcrrt will not hold against the view that when we call a
f lring intrinsically good we may mean merely that this
rpa iul fceling is felt towards it. And against any such
view, if it were held, the only obvious argument I
lnrr tinrl is that it is surely plain that, even ifthe special
f ref irrg in question had not been felt by any one towards
llrc givcrr state of things, yet the state of thitgs would
Iruve lrccrr intr insical ly good. o

lhrt, in order fully to make plain the force of this
Frgurrrcnt, it is necessary to guard against one mis-
ur( lclHti lnding, which is very commonly made and
wlrir'lr is irpt to obscure the whole question which we
ril(. ilow tliscussing. That is to say, we afe not now
rrigirrg t lr :r t  anything would be any good at al l ,  unless
rrrrrr,lrxfy lracl some feeling towards something; nor
nrr rvc rrlging that there are not many things, which are
goorl, irr (rrr(f scnse of the word, and which yet would
11ll lrc urry good at all unless somebody had some feeling
Ilrvrrrr ln t lrcrn. On the contrary, both these proposi-
l l l l rc, wlr ich irrc vcry commonly held, seem to me to be

;retk.r l ly lrrrc. I  think i t  is true that no whole can be
I r r I t t r rni r'rr | | y goocl, unless it c ont ains some feeling towards
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sotnething as a part of itself; and true also that, in a
very important sense of the word 'good' (though
not in the sense to which I have given the name
'intrinsically good'), many things which are good,
would not be good, unless somebody had some feeling
towards them. We must, therefore, clearly distinguish
the question whether these things are so, from the
question which we are now discussing. The question
we are now discussing is merely whether, granted that
nothing can be intrinsically good unless it contains
some feeling, a thing which zs thus good ar'd does
contain this feeling cannot be good without anybody's
needing to have anotlur feeling towards #. The point
may be simply illustrated by taking the case of pleasure.
Let us suppose, for the moment, that nothing can be
intrinsically good unless it contains some pleasure,
and that every whole which contains more pleasure
than pain is intrinsically good. The question we are
now discussing is merely whether, supposing this to
be so, any whole which did contain more pleasure than
pain, would not be good, even if nobody had any further
feeling towards it. It seems to me quite plain that it
would be so. But if so, then, to say that a state of
things is intrinsically good cannot possibly be the
same thing as to say that anybody has any kind of
feeling towards l'1, even though no state of things can
be intrinsically good unless it contains some feeling
towards something.

But, after all, I do not know whether the strongest
argument against any view which asserts that to call a
thing'good'is the same thing as to say that some
mental attitude is taken up towards it, does not merely
consist in the fact that two propositions about 'right'
and 'wrong' are self-evident: namely (r) that, if it
were once the duty of any being, who kncw that the
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tot:rl cflccts of one action would be A, and those of
rrrrol lrcr Ii, to choose the action which produced A
r;rf lrcr than that which produced B, it must alutays
lrrr thc duty of any being who had to choose between
trvo lctions, one of which he knew would have total
r'lli't'ts precisely similar to A and the other total effects
plcciscly similar to B, to choose the former rather than
tlrc lirttcr, and (z) that it must always be the duty of
urry bcing who had to choose between two actions,
orrr: <rf wlrich he krctt would have better total effects
tlrirn thc other, to choose the former. From these two
prolxrsitions taken together it absolutely follows that if
rrrr: nct of total effects A is once better than another B,
nlry sct precisely similar to A must always be better
tlurn any set precisely similar to B. And, if so, then
'lrcttt:r' and 'worse' cannot stand for any relation to
rny rrttitude of mind; since we cannot be entitled to say
tlurt if a given attitude is once taken up towards A and
f l, tlrc same attitude would always nccessmilt be taken
rrp towards any pair of wholes precisely similar to
A rrrrt l IJ.


